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88%

12%

Level of satisfaction with webinar:

Satisfied

Somewhat 
Satisfied

26%

24%

13%

39%

76%

Good reputation of TOL events

To earn AIBC credits

To earn BOABC credits

To earn BC Housing credits

Topic is useful/interesting

Why did you attend this event?

“Hard to follow sometimes with technical terms”

8%

52%

40%

Has the webinar increased your confidence in 
building to the Upper Steps of the Step Code?

Increased a 
bit

Increased 
greatly

Stayed the same

How did you hear about this webinar?

Topic: Part 9 Upper Steps + Step Code 
Consultation
Attendance: 147 attendees
Survey respondents: 40
Presenters: Dallas Hordichuk, Bernhardt 
Contracting

26%
42%

3% 3%
13%

21%

5% 8% 3%

“The comparative analysis of Step 3 
vs. Step 5 [was valuable]”

Attendees were a part of many different industries:

100% 
were 
somewhat 
or fully 
satisfied

92% have increased 

confidence in building 
to  the Step Code

“More education for tradespeople”

“More information on how to claim 
educational credits”

Constructive feedback:

“This was the best session so far”

“The interactive nature of the presentation 
is great and provides ample opportunity for 
questions to be addressed. Presenters were 
very knowledgeable and the content was 
thorough but concise. Perfect balance”

“Great practical and first 
person experience insight”

“The presenter spoke in very clear, 
uncomplicated terms”

“I am considering IDP: communication and 
coordination is the best framework to work under”

“Early collaboration is key”
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Step 4 Step 5 NZ/NZER Homes Passive House None of the above

Which green building standards do you have experience constructing Part 9 buildings to?

“[Will consider using] more efficient geometric 
design for better TEDI performance”

Word of mouth

ZEBx

AIBC

BOABC

TOL Staff

TOL website

“[Most valuable] was the heat 
pump information and discussion”

“I learned that it is not too hard to hit the Upper 
Steps with proper planning. It shouldn’t cost 
much more than an energy efficient house.”


